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episode 1: saving lions
Elephants are the largest existing animals on Earth, whilst lions have
been known as “The King of Beasts”. However, there is a mischievous
elephant believes that only elephants deserve this divine title.
So, it desires to grab the lions to the muddy puddle and wrestle with
them. These innocent lions, lying on the comfy grass, are unaware of
this crisis.

Four caring shepherds eager to protect the lions from the elephant’s
bullying. They build sheds and take care of them.
Today, after the lions spent their whole day in dreams, the trumpeting
noise suddenly spread across the wild. STAY ALERT, mightiest shepherds!
Let’s protect the lions with your mysterious tools!
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Wild male lions sleep
18-20 hours a day!
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24 Pathway cards

Grassland

6-sided dice and
10-sided dice

Baobab Warehouse

400 curled up Lions

1 Energetic Elephant

5 magical tools
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5 Hints Cards
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1. Prepare the Pathway cards according to the number of players.

3. Avoid shortcuts.

4. Each player picks a Truck and
place it on the nearest Shed. Put
your Tray next to that Shed.

4 players
3 players
2 players

2. Shuffle the face-down Pathway and design a loop track. If you can’t use
up all cards, just make sure the remaining cards are not Sheds, Baobab or
Warehouse. You should keep similar distance among each Shed.

5. Prepare a 6-sided dice, 5
Tools, the miniature Elephant
and 400 cubic Lions.
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DO YOU KNOW?

Wild elephants can sleep
only 2 hours a day, the
least among all mammals.
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Lions in this grassland can
hardly be waken up once they
are asleep. They like to be
clean. Getting wet will make
them feel very depressed.

PARENT’S NOTE

g a m e f low
STRUGGLING STAGE

HOW TO WIN
Be the first to collect
100 Lions for your Tray

1. You continue to take turns, but now you can move any slots forward
WITHIN the dice number.

ALL PLAYERS LOSE
More than 10 Lions
at the Baobab

2. The Elephant takes actions at the end of each turn.
(Please help this Non-Player Character to act)
DO YOU KNOW?
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HERDING STAGE

1. You take turns to throw the 6-sided dice and move
your Truck clockwise on the Pathway according to the dice number.
2. Flip the card if you stop at a face-down card.
3. Stop at different types of Pathway and take different actions:

GRASSLAND
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You can load onto your Truck a certain number
of Lions not more than the Lions shown on the
card, and the maximum capacity of one Truck is
10 Lions.

SHED

When you pass through a Shed, you can choose
to stop there and unload SOME or ALL Lions
from your Truck to any Tray.

WAREHOUSE

When you drive through (not necessarily stop)
here, you MUST select a new Tool and put it on
your Truck.

BAOBAB

Place the miniature Elephant on this card. This
will kick off the STRUGGLING STAGE !

Both TRUCK and TRAY use
10
as a set. This helps to
for
decimal ruler in your minm a
d.

3. The Elephant can move ONLY when there is no Truck with it.
4. The Elephant moves anti-clockwise.
The steps it takes equal to the number
of players, but:

H

ijack: if the Elephant comes to a

Pathway where your Truck stops,
it will stop there and grab all Lions from
your Truck to the Baobab;

B

urglary: when the Elephant passes

any Shed, it will stop. If this Shed
has the most, or one of the most,
Lions among all Sheds, it will grab 5
Lions from this Shed to the Baobab.

DIFFICULTY
Easier: Reduce the amount of each
Burglary of sheds.
Shorter: Begin the game with 50
Lions on each Tray.

She has a keen sense and is often
the first to feel the crisis. She is
outspoken and forgetful. She likes
listening to the sound of the wind.
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Collect ONE extra Lions when you stop at
any Grassland.

WALL

No one can grab Lions from your Tray or
your Truck.

CUBE

Throw both 6-sided dice
and choose either one to
move.

FIRE

When you pass through
others’ Sheds, grab TWO
Lions from that Tray
(without protection) after
you unload your Lions.
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RAIN
NO

YES

DO YOUe

You can equip only one Tool on your Truck, which can be used
in your turn. The Tools will remain effective unless they are
unequipped.

PARENT’S

NOTE
Keep track of
the number of
lions
in each tray
helps develo
ping the
ability of co
mparing am
ounts.

Rescue as many Lions as
HEART you can onto your Truck
when you pass through
the Baobab.

He likes meteorology. He is
familiar with the environment
and weather changes. In search
of comfortable grasslands for
lions is what he loves to do.

episode 2: bidding lions
The elephant can hardly catch any lions from the
shepherds’ protection. So, it sneaked into the ranch
at night, drove away one truck and destroyed the
other. The next day, the elephant drives back to the
ranch and challenges the shepherds, “I’ll use my
new truck to raise lions. Let’s share the lions!”

The shepherds decided to accept the challenge. So they
move the lions together in the middle of the grassland. BE
WISE, shepherds! Let’s make good use of your wisdom and
mysterious tools to guard the beloved lions!
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3. Put a Truck to the right-hand side of the first player.

1. Prepare the Pathway cards according to the number of players.
Shuffle them and form a stack.

2 players
3 players
4 players

PAREN

4. Prepare a 6-sided dice, a 10-sided
dice, 5 Tools and all cubic Lions in the
bag.
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2. Distribute 3 cards and one Tray for each player.
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The mischievous elephant is
competitive and self-isolated.
It is quick-witted but cunning.
It likes listening to rock music
and watching sunset. The last
thing on its mind is sleeping.
If it has the chance to play mud
wrestling, it can stay up for 3
days straight.
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ALL PLAYERS WIN

ALL PLAYERS LOSE

Collect 100 Lions
into each Tray

1. The Truck has more than 10 lions; or
2. No Lions in Central Pile or bag,
but there are Lions on the Truck.

1. The first player throws the 6-sided dice and 10-sided dice to determine
how many rows and columns of Lions should be taken to form the Central
Pile. For example, if you get a 3 and a 4 from the dice, then you should
take 12 Lions and arrange them in 3 rows with 4 Lions each.
A.If you got a 0, your turn is over. Player on your left will throw the dice
after moving the Truck to your left.

A

dd: Put back Lions from your Tray to join the Remainder. If

R

est: You do not take any action.

the new Remainder match the number of Group, it becomes
an official Group. 4-player game can add only 1 Lion at a time; no
more than 2 Lions for 3-player; no more than 3 Lions for 2-player.

3. After one round of all players’ actions, it is the Elephant’s turn
to act:
A. Load all Lions of the Remainder onto the Elephant’s Truck.
B. If there is no Remainder...

B. If you got a 1, you can pick or change a Tool.

i. If there are Lions in the Truck, the Elephant will return
ONE Lions into the Central Pile ;

C. If you got a double, the Elephant will grab Lions from the Central Pile
onto the Truck. The quantity it grabs equals to the number of players.

ii. If the Truck is empty, the Elephant will grab Lions from
the Central Pile. The quantity it grabs equals to the
number of players.

Then you play a card to divide the Central Pile. For example, if there are12
Lions and you play a 5, then you should change the Central Pile into 2
Groups of 5 Lions each. The remaining 2 Lions will be left as Remainder.

4. Repeat step 2 and 3 until there are no more Lion in the Central Pile.
5. Next player repeats from step 1.

2. Player on the left of the dice-thrower begins to take turns in clockwise.
Anytime when you are out of card, you may draw 3 from the stack. You
may take ONE of the following actions:

R
O

egroup: Play a card to divide the Central Pile.
btain: Get a Group of Lions into your Tray. As in above example, you

should take 5 Lions. Only when your Tray does not have enough
room, can you choose to take Lions fewer than one Group.
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He likes chatting and sleeping
with lions. The lions always listen
to his commands.

t oo l s

Se tti ng

Reset tr uck;
T hr ow dice

NO

YES

Li o n i n
C entr al P i l e?

Pl ayer s’ tur n

A l l sheds F U LL?

NO

NO

Tr u c k h as
>= 1 0 Li o n s ?

RAIN

Add any Lions you want from your Tray to the
Central Pile.

WALL

Put the Elephant to rest until next round.

CUBE

Throw only one dice and keep another dice
remains unchanged.

FIRE

Discard your hand
and draw 3 cards.

HEART

Take ONE Lion
from the Truck to
your Tray.

YES

A LL Pl ayer s W I N

A LL Pl a ye r s LO S E

DO YOU KNOW?
All male elephants will leave the
herd when they reach adulthood.
They set off on their own in search
of the other half.
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Each player can hold only ONE tool at a time.
You should return the tool after using it in your turn.
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She is incredibly agile, but
always got the munchies. Her
bag has inexhaustible snacks
to satisfy her needs.

Appreciaiо
Thank you for supporting Pat Pat Lions! We hope you enjoy the
fantasy in the wild. Let’s share your happiness and invite your family
and friends to explore this cooperative adventure!
Game Designer: hinarthur
Artist: Man Yin Cheng
Published by EverXplor Limited
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